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Bond Integrity in Aluminum-Copper Clad Metals

Aluminum clad copper (Al/Cu) or copper clad aluminum (Cu/Al) composite metals have been widely used for over 40 
years.  These mature and well tested clad metal systems are used industrially in a variety of applications.  The inherent 
properties and behavior of both copper and aluminum combine to provide unique performance advantages.   Copper’s 
electrical and thermal conductivity along with its solderability make it a critical industrial metal.   The characteristics 
of aluminum also provide above average thermal and electrical conductivity, low density and a stable oxide layer.   A 
common application in our daily life is cookware where either Cu/Al 
or Cu/Al/Stainless Steel clad metals are used to make premium pots 
and pans.  

Industrial applications include electrical power protection.  Here Cu/
Al clad metal systems have been used for buss bar and circuit breaker 
devices.   More than 300,000 pounds of thin copper clad aluminum 
metals are produced each year for global power safety devices.  

In the automotive industry, aluminum is clad over copper alloys in 
either inlay or overlay techniques.  The aluminum acts as a bond pad 
location for wire bonding of hybrid circuits.   Volumes of Aluminum 
inlays approach 2 million pounds per year and are used extensively in domestic and European automotive electronics. 
Hybrid leadframes made from copper/aluminum are used extensively in anti-lock braking, steering control and air bag 
control systems.    The effect of under-the-hood temperatures on the Cu/Al interface was extensively studied over the 
past several decades.   The stability of the interface below 250o C has been well documented.   Figure 2 illustrates this 
data.   The Copper Aluminum system has performed very robustly in a variety of automotive applications where service 
temperature ranges are typically from –40o C to 150o C.  

Copper clad aluminum materials are also used for thermal management in automotive and computer applications.   
Components such as heat fins and heat exchangers rely on thin copper skins for solderability while aluminum provides 
a low-cost, lightweight substrate.   

The following table provides an estimate of  Al/Cu clad metal production servicing a variety of industrial applications 
over the past 5 years.    

Clad Products Applications lbs. / 5yrs. Applications

Al Inlay Copper 
Alloys

85 9,000,000 Wire bond leadframes 
for auto hybrid circuits

Copper clad 
Aluminum 

30 300,000 Heat sink and heat 
exchanger components

Cu overlay on 
Al

13 1,500,000 Bus bar components



Al/Cu clad metal systems are most commonly produced by continuous roll-bonding technologies.   This can be 
conducted either at ambient temperature or via hot bonding.  Most commonly this bonding is carried out without 
external heating similiar to the process used to produce U.S. currency.   Ambient temperature bonding is followed 
by a carefully controlled annealing process providing thermal diffusion at the interface and the creation of reliable 
bond integrity between Al and Cu.  Subsequent rolling and processing to finish size serves to further strengthen 
the interface.  

Excellent metallurgical adhesion between Cu and Al layers is achieved 
through the controlled formation of a thin intermetallic compound layer.  
The picture to the right shows the interface between Al and Cu in an Al/
Cu clad metal manufactured via the cold bonding process.  

Al/Cu clad systems have been successfully utilized in electrical and 
electronic components worldwide.  Designers should avoid applications 
where components will be exposed to prolonged exposure to excessive 
heat (above 250o C) or to very high temperatures such as those generated 
during arc welding.  

The number of applications utilizing Cu/Al clad products continues to expand.  This is based upon decades of 
reliable engineered performance in many challenging designs.
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